LEARN FROM:
• Nonprofit solar experts
• Your neighbors who went solar
• Certified energy practitioners

WHAT YOU WILL LEARN:
• How solar works
• Latest technologies
• If solar will work for your home
• Available state and federal incentives
• Batteries and integration
• Policy updates
• Utility rate changes
• How to choose a solar provider

EAST COUNTY SOLAR EXPERIENCE
Saturday, March 2, 2019
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
The Salvation Army KROC Center
Community Center Room
6845 University Ave., La Mesa, CA 92115

Join your East County community to piece together the evolving solar landscape. Hear from nationally accredited energy professionals and nonprofit climate champions to learn what’s changing for solar power and clean energy policy for 2019.

Complimentary refreshments provided.

Register at www.sdsolarexperience.org

IN COLLABORATION WITH
Sullivan Solar Power
Leading the Solar Energy Revolution